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SANDY EVANS PUTS TRAGEDY ON RECORD 

by John McBeath* 

________________________________________________________ 

[This article appeared in The Australian on October 5, 2011. It can be read on The 

Australian’s website at this link 

https://www.theaustralian.com.au/arts/saxophonist-puts-tragedy-on-

record/news-story/16e8088ff7458429b40d58602b456082] 

 

 

Saxophonist and composer, Sandy Evans... PHOTO CREDIT KAREN STEAINS 

 

lthough she has appeared on more than 30 albums, any new CD from Sydney 

composer and saxophonist Sandy Evans is enthusiastically anticipated. When 

the Sky Cries Rainbows, her latest, is especially noteworthy, not only because 

of its musicianship and compositions but for being the first time she has spoken 

publicly about the tragedy that struck her husband, saxophonist Tony Gorman. In 

the cover notes she describes Gorman waking up one morning in 1996 numb from 

the waist down, and after agonising delays being diagnosed with multiple sclerosis. 

"Years went by in a haze of fear and depression," she writes. 

It was more than a personal disaster. The pair had formed a close musical bond, 

playing together in various groups, notably in their quintet Clarion Fracture Zone. 

Gorman had to relinquish his career. Evans says: "Clarion Fracture Zone is presently 

latent." 

__________________________________________________________ 

*When this interview took place in 2011, John McBeath was jazz reviewer for The 

Weekend Australian and The Adelaide Advertiser. He died on March 12, 2018. 

A 

https://www.theaustralian.com.au/arts/saxophonist-puts-tragedy-on-record/news-story/16e8088ff7458429b40d58602b456082
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Tony Gorman: suffering from MS, he is relatively stable, although doctors are 

unable to supply a prognosis… PHOTO CREDIT MATTHEW SUTTON 

The rainbow of the album's title is her symbol for finding hope through suffering. 

Rainbows, a 13-part suite, featuring Evans's long-term trio expanded to a sextet, is 

dedicated to Gorman, and will be performed at the Wangaratta Jazz festival this 

month. Evans will also perform there in a duo with pianist Paul Grabowsky. 

There is an unpredictability about MS, and on good days Gorman enjoys playing an 

alto clarinet at home, sometimes with an improvising quartet. Although doctors are 

unable to supply a prognosis, he is relatively stable. 

Evans's musicality began early. As a preschooler she could read music before she 

could read words, thanks to her mother, a piano teacher. "Mind you," she says, "my 

piano playing hasn't improved at all since then." 

Now 51, she is an outgoing woman of diminutive build; someone once commented 

that she wasn't much taller than a baritone sax. She played recorder and flute at 11, 

and during her high school years was introduced to jazz by John Speight, artistic 

director of the Manly Jazz Festival. After joining Speight's big band [the Young 

Northside Big Band] she decided: "The flute wasn't going to cut it so well." She took 

up alto sax, moved to soprano, then ultimately to tenor because, she says: "I've got a 

high-pitched voice so I think I have an urge to play lower things. The tenor has such a 

warmth in that lower register." 
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Manly’s John Speight: during her high school years Sandy was introduced to jazz 

by him… PHOTOGRAPHER UNKNOWN 

Moving to Singapore for her final secondary years at an international boarding 

school provided an opportunity for Evans's first professional gigs. She began 

sneaking out at night, climbing a barbed-wire fence and avoiding dog patrols, to join 

a guitarist for hotel gigs. 

"I was lucky I didn't break my leg," she says. 

Returning to Australia in 1979 she thought of becoming a filmmaker, and with 

teenage impetuosity driving a social conscience went to India to join its enormous 

film industry. 

"It turned out to be a bit of a disaster," she says. 

Back in Australia she took saxophone lessons with Tony Buchanan, as well as 

studying composition and improvisation with composer Bruce Cale. These studies 

led to Evans taking a jazz course at the Sydney Conservatorium where she learned 
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from legendary pianists, Paul McNamara and Roger Frampton, plus sax teachers Bob 

Bertles and Col Loughnan. 

 

 

At the Sydney Conservatorium Evans learned from legendary sax teachers Bob 

Bertles (above) and Col Loughnan (below)... PHOTOGRAPHERS UNKNOWN 

 

 

Her first band was called Women and Children First. Buying a minibus in 1985, the 

five band members and a manager set out on a seven-month journey across 

Australia, playing as they went and camping out. They often performed outdoors, 

featuring the musicians emerging from the bushes as they played their opening piece. 
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"We were a bunch of hippies," Evans says. 

After meeting Gorman, a Scot, at a jazz festival in Germany in 1986, the couple 

married in Glasgow and came to Australia in 1988 to form Clarion Fracture Zone. 

Their debut album, Blue Shift, won an ARIA award in 1990 and their second CD, 

Zones on Parade, brought a coveted five-star review in Downbeat magazine plus 

invitations to perform at festivals worldwide. Evans was also a founding member of 

the Catholics, an original member of the Australian Art Orchestra and Ten Part 

Invention, plus leading or playing in several other groups, including her own 

renowned trio, the exploratory GEST8 featuring the Japanese koto, world music 

exponents Waratah and modern jazz-world folk music combo Mara! 

 

 

 

She plays with a rich, warm tone and great skill. She's capable of strong grooves and 

equally adept at deeply expressive interpretations of slower pieces, delivered 

faultlessly. 

Evans has won numerous awards most notably in June last year when she was 

awarded a Medal of the Order of Australia for services to Australian contemporary 

jazz as a composer and a musician: a rare honour for a jazz musician. 

To cope with the stress of living with MS, Evans has found ways that assist. She 

relaxes with "hot yoga," in which she spends 90 minutes in various yoga positions in 

a 37C heated room in high humidity. She and Gorman also regularly go bike riding,  
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To cope with the stress of living with MS, Evans (right, pictured here with husband 

Tony Gorman), relaxes with "hot yoga”… PHOTO CREDIT MATTHEW SUTTON 

raising funds from rides for the MS Society. Six years ago she took up Buddhism and 

says that too has helped. 

 

 

Throughout this difficult time, Evans completed an ABC-commissioned work called 

Testimony, a tribute to saxophonist Charlie "Bird" Parker… PHOTO CREDIT KAREN 

STEAINS 

Throughout this difficult time, Evans kept playing, teaching and composing, 

completing an ABC-commissioned work called Testimony, a tribute to saxophonist 

Charlie "Bird" Parker. A recording of the complete work is to be issued in the US next 

year. 


